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I. INTRODUCTION 
Since the promulgation of the General Theory of Relativity, science has 
come to look upon gravitational phenomena as a direct consequence of the 
curvature of a four-dimensional space-time continuum arising from a momen- 
tum-energy distribution. While this viewpoint enables one to predict observed 
results with greater accuracy and is more satisfying in certain basic aspects 
than the Newtonian formulation, it requires solutions of a comparatively 
complicated system of simultaneous nonlinear partial differential equations 
of the second order. Some success has been achieved in obtaining solutions, 
but the methods employed rely heavily on a large number of assumptions, 
and usually involve very restricted forms of the momentum-energy tensor 
or ignore this tensor altogether. With the exception of existence theorems 
for the initial-value problem, very few results have been obtained with res- 
pect to the properties of the solution manifold with arbitrary momentum- 
energy tensors. 
In an attempt to shed some light on the properties of the solution manifold 
of the general relativity field equations with arbitrary momentum-energy 
tensors, we presented analyses of certain aspects of the general second-order 
discontinuity problem [l-6]. The underlying idea behind this approach 
is that the analysis of discontinuity properties is usually considerably simpler 
than the analysis of the complete field equations-particularly if the field 
equations are nonlinear. Such analyses also provide the basis upon which 
significant information concerning the detailed physical process can be 
gleaned; see, for example [7], [8], and [9]. Following the ideas delineated in 
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our previous papers concerning the evolutionary properties of the second- 
order problem, we have obtained a general dynamical theory of discontinuity 
surfaces and the associated jump strengths of both physical and geometrical 
quantities. These results are presented here and will form the basis for a 
general analysis of galactic structures. 
II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
In this section we collect certain required results from the differential geo- 
metry of hypersurfaces. We state these without proof and refer the reader 
to the standard texts or to the exposition given in [6]. 
Consider a metric space of the type used in general relativity theory; 
that is, an Einstein-Riemann space E whose metric structure is defined by 
the quadratic differential form 
ds2 = h,, da? dxe, (A, B = 0, 1,2, 3), (2-l) 
having signature -2 and coefficients h,, which are functions of the coordin- 
ates & of the space E. As indicated in (2.1), capital Latin indices will have 
the range 0, 1, 2, 3 and will be summed over this range in accordance with 
the summation convention. Let Z denote a regular hypersurface in E; that 
is, Z can be defined parametrically by equations 
XA =fA(uO, 241, q, (2.2) 
where the fA(u”) are continuously differentiable functions of the parametric 
or surface coordinates ZP such that the functional matrix((afA/&3) has rank 
3 for all values of the u’s under consideration. Here and throughout this paper 
lower case Greek indices will be associated with surface quantities and obey 
the summation convention with the range 0, 1, 2. 
Over such a hypersurface Z one can define a normal vector with covariant 
components NA by the equations 
We shall assume throughout this paper that Z is a timelike hyperswface, and 
hence its normal vector is space like. The normal vector to Z may thus be 
normalized by the requirement 
NANA = -1. (2.4) 
The quantities 4 for 01= 0, 1,2 are the components of three independent 
contravariant vectors in E at any point of Z and can also be interpreted, 
for A fixed, as the components of four covariant vectors on the surface Z. 
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The coefficients ax8 of the first fundamental form of the surface Z are given, 
as functions of the surface coordinates UN, by the equations 
%J = h,+$x;. (2.5) 
As defined by (2.5), the quantities aa8 transform according to the tensor law 
when the surface coordinates undergo their admissible transformations. 
The surface tensor determined by the aa is called the metric tensor of the 
surface L‘. It can be shown that the first fundamental form of Z is nonsingular 
and that it has signature - 1. Also, denoting the inverse of U,~ by a@, it can 
be shown that 
a”Bx~x; = hAB + NANB. (2.6) 
Before proceeding further, it appears advisable to state the exact assump- 
tions of continuity and differentiability which will be involved in this paper. 
For this purpose let us denote by J the region (open set) consisting of some 
neighborhood of E which contains .Z in its interior. Denote by J1 the sub- 
region of ] lying on one side of Z and by Jz the subregion lying on the other 
side. Let us, furthermore, denote by D, the domain Jr + Z (that is, the 
point set consisting of the subregion Jr and the points of the surface Z as 
boundary points), the domain Ja + Z being denoted by D,. The following 
assumptions are now made. 
A,: The functions f”(ua) in Eqs. (2.2) defining the hypersurface 2 are of 
class C3. 
A,: The metric components h,,(8) are functions of class Cl in the region J 
and of class C3 in the domains D, and D,. 
It follows from these assumptions that the Christoffel symbols cl& of the 
Einstein-Riemann space E are continuous across 2. Also, from assumption 
A, and Eqs. (2.6) it is seen that the metric components aaD are continuous 
on Z and have continuous first partial derivatives; hence the Christoffel 
symbols k&, determined by the quantities a,@ are continuous functions of 
the surface coordinates. One can thus construct the first surface covariant 
derivatives of differentiable tensorial quantities defined on 2. Thus, in 
particular, we have 
x& = XA - x’4Ar + XBAA xc %8 Y 4 a BC 8’ 
N”;,= NA,a + NBA$x,” 
for the components of the covariant derivatives of the mixed surface and 
space vectors defined on Z by 4 and the unit normal vector N respectively. 
Use of the semicolon to denote covariant differentiation will be continued 
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throughout this paper; correspondingly we shall use the comma to denote 
partial differentiation with respect to the space coordinates a? or the surface 
coordinates ua as indicated by the indices. 
Denoting the coefficients of the second fundamental form on Z by 6,, 
we have 
b,,? = - x&N*. 
Hence the b,, are continuous functions of the surface coordinates and are 
moreover symmetric in the indices 01 and B since the quantities xi;@ are sym- 
metric in these indices. The functions b,, occur in the following important 
relations 
x*. = b n,B NA M ’ (2.7) 
NAGa = b,gaByxA Y’ 
III. JUMP CONDITIONS 
So far the hypersurface Z has been any regular, timelike hypersurface in a 
four-dimensional Einstein-Riemann space E. We now restrict our attention 
to those hypersurfaces in E which carry basic field-theoric information in 
the sense that they are the support hypersurfaces for the field discontinuities. 
In view of our previous assumptions, this is accomplished by the following 
requirement. 
As: There is a discontinuity in at least one of the second derivatives of the 
functions hA,(xK) at points of the hypersurface Z. 
The symbol I&::: 1 will be used to denote the jumps in the quantities 
W$: across Z; that is, the differences in the limits of W$:: as points in 2 
are approached from Jr and Js respectively. By assumption A,, we have 
while A, states that ] hAB,CD I+ 0 for some choice of the indices. In fact, 
it can be shown [6] that there exist functions X,,(u”) of the coordinates of the 
hypersurface Z such that 
1 hA13,CD I = ‘ABNCND’ 
In view of (3.1) and the fact that 
(3.2) 
the h’s may be viewed as the jump strengths of the h-field. 
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We now impose the requirements that the structure of the space E is 
determined by the Einstein field equations 
B AB --&BhA,=~TAB. (3.4) 
Here BAB are the components of the Ricci tensor of E, B is the scalar curvature 
B hAB AB ) T AB are the components of the momentum-energy tensor, and 
K is the so called gravitational constant. Let us denote the jump strengths of 
the momentum-energy tensor across 2 by S,,; that is, 
'A, = 1 TAB 1) (3.5) 
where the S’s are functions of the surface coordinates ~a. It is then easily 
shown (see [2]) that a necessary condition for the existence of solutions to 
the Einstein field equations under assumptions A,, A,, A, is that the dis- 
continuity strengths satisfy the equations 
1 BAB 1 - 81 B 1 hAB = K '4,. (3.6) 
The system (3.6) also may be viewed as conditions for the continuation of 
solutions to the Einstein equations across surfaces of discontinuity of the 
momentum-energy tensor (see [4]). 
Denoting the components of the complete curvature tensor of E by 
BABCD, we have 
BABCD = 'ABC,D - (1ABD,C + *, 
where the asterisk denotes terms which are quadratic in the Christoffel 
symbols. When use is made of these relations and Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) we 
obtain 
from which the left-hand side of (3.6) may be evaluated. Introducing the 
quantities 
$A = xABNB, 4 = $ANA, (3.8) 
the explicit evaluation of (3.6) is found to be given by 
AAB + 2&~N~) - #JVANB - (4 + &D~~~)~AB = ~K~AB. (3.9) 
If we multiply both sides of (3.9) by NB, sum of the repeated index B, 
and use Eq. (3.8), the left members of the resulting equations vanish iden- 
tically. We are thus left with the simple set of relations 
SABNB = 0. (3.10) 
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It is also evident that the functions +, are undetermined by the equations 
(3.8), (3.9) and hence may be taken as arbitrary functions of the coordinates 
ZP on 2. These functions clearly reflect the arbitrariness in the choice of 
coordinates of the space E. In addition, if there are no physical jumps (i.e., 
S,, = 0), the admissible choice $A = 0 anihilates the X’s. In this sense, the 
metrical jump strengths determined by the $‘s have no intrinsic physical 
meaning. 
The fundamental system of equations (3.9) and (3.10) involves the jump 
strengths AAB and Sas, which are tensor quantities under admissible coor- 
dinate transformations of the four-dimensional space E. Now consider the 
quantities SmB as defined by the equations 
s US = s XAXB AB a B’ (3.11) 
Under admissible transformations of the surface coordinates ZP, these quan- 
tities transform according to the indicated tensor law, and hence constitute 
the components of a surface tensor. A direct calculation based on (2.6) 
and (3.10) gives 
SAB = SMXAXB c( 8’ (3.12) 
where the Pa are obtained from Sors when we raise the indices by means of the 
contravariant quantities a@ in the usual manner. Equivalently, if we assume 
(3.12), Eq. (3.10) are identically satisfied. We thus see that the surface 
quantities S,+ give a unique determination of the components S,, over any 
specified surface Z, and that this determination identically satisfies Eq. (3.10). 
One may also verify the following result: 
S = SABhAB = SAB(x~x;aa~ - NANB) (3.13) 
= (S,,xtx$) aa@ = So,pap. 
We now consider the surface tensor whose components are defined by the 
equations 
A,, = h,,XfXjy. (3.14) 
Let us write (3.9) in the equivalent form 
&, = zKs,, - 2$,,N,, - (‘#’ + 4N,N, - KShA, (3.15) 
and contract both sides with x$x$. The result is the following simple system 
of equations: 
haB = K(2s@ - sa,@). (3.16) 
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It is easily seen, when use is made of (3.12) and (3.16), that the relations 
(3.15) can be written in the equivalent form 
XAB = 2(X4 - A&) xix; - 2+‘ANB) (3.17) 
- ($ - h)NANB + hhAB, 
where X is defined by 
X = h,gaa@. (3.18) 
Conversely the equations (3.17) in which the hap are derived from (3.16) 
imply the relations (3.9) on Z. 
Combining the considerations of the previous paragraphs, we are thus 
led to the following basic result. Necessary conditions for the existence of 
solutions to the Einstein field equations under assumptions A,, A,, A, are given 
by the tensorial surface equations 
(3.19) 
in which the surface quantities S,, and Xbs are determinedfrom the jump strengths 
S,, and AAB by (3.11) and (3.14) respectively. By this result we are permitted 
to base our succeeding considerations on surface tensors and the intrinsic 
geometry of Z. 
IV. DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONS 
It is seen from the results of Section III that knowledge of the surface 
quantities Sail is sufficient to determine the h,, and hence the X,, to within the 
functions aaP, NA, xf and hAB on Z. As yet, however, we have not used the 
full content of the Einstein theory for the relations 
T;;B = 0 (4-l) 
are still at our disposal. We shall now show that the system (4.1) leads to a 
set of differential relations on Z which will partially determine the structure 
of Sa8 and the geometry of 2’. 
We first note that from (3.5) we have 
s;;a = I T2 I;.2 = I T,B;c I 6. (4.2) 
If we multiply (4.2) by #amp, sum on the repeated index OL and use (2.6), 
we are led to the equations 
S$;a a@xf = 1 TTiC I (hcD + NcND). (4.3) 
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Obvious manipulations of (4.3) then give 
/ T& / = S;;? a@ xfh,, - FB,N,, (4.4 
where 
F,” = 1 T;;, / NC (4.5) 
are functions of the coordinates ZP of the hypersurface Z. Now, since (4.1) 
holds on both sides of 2, the tensor equations 
I T&B I = 0 (4.6) 
must hold on Z. Substituting from (4.4) into (4.6), we then obtain the 
differential relations 
S xBaaB=F AB,a B A? 
where the quantities FA, which are given by 
(4.7) 
F, = / TA”;c 1 NC%, (4.8) 
constitute the components of a spatial vector on the hypersurface .Z. 
We now replace the differential relations (4.7) by a set of equations which 
involve the quantities SaB rather than the S,, in accordance with the view- 
point expressed at the end of Section III. For this purpose let us multiply 
both sides of (4.7) by NA to obtain 
NAS xBa”B = NAF 
AB,a ril 
“zf 
A Y- (4.9) 
Then by covariant surface differentiation of (3.10) and use of (2.8) we find 
that (4.9) is equivalent to 
S@ b@ + x = 0. (4.10) 
On the other hand, if we contract both sides of (4.7) with 4, we have 
B A 
‘AB;a xfl xy a 
@=F A def 
AXy = F,* 
It now follows from (2.7), (3.10), and (4.11) that 
(4.11) 
ST;, = (SABxix$aaB) ;a = S, B;axix;4alXB + SABaap(x$x$ ;a 
= F,, + SABa”p(NBb,pxf + x;NAb,,,) = 1”;. 
We have thus proved the following fundamental result. Necessary conditions 
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for the existence of solutions to the Einstein Jield equations under assumptions 
A,, A,, A, are given by the relations 
,!W b, + x = 0, (4.12) 
S,;, = F,, (4.13) 
over the surface Z:, where 
x = FAN+, FP = F,x$, FA = 1 T;.C 1 NCNB. (4.14) 
Although we will not pursue this approach, the above results may be used 
to obtain equations for the surface quantities h,,. To see this, we first solve 
(3.19) for S,, and thereby obtain 
2Ksap = h,@ - ha@. (4.15)s 
Substitution of (4.15) into (4.12) and (4.13) then leads to the desired results 
namely, 
ha0 baB - 2hn + 2KX = 0, (4.16) 
(4.17) 
where Q = (1/2)bQBa afl is the mean curvature of Z in E. 
V. THE CONTINUATION PROBLEM 
The results established in the previous section show that the jump strengths 
of the momentum-energy tensor and its covariant derivative cannot be 
specified in an arbitrary fashion in view of the conditions imposed by the 
Einstein field equations. However, a certain degree of freedom is allowed. 
To see this, we first note that the F depends on the S’s and the geometry of 
Z in accordance with the equations 
FA = S@ ba8 NA + ,Wa xt. (5.1) 
This follows from (4.12), (4.13), (4.14), and the fact that (NA) and (xt) for 
OT = 0, 1, 2 form a vector basis on Z. It is thus evident that if we specify 
Sap in an arbitrary fashion and use our previous results, the quantities h, 
and FA are uniquely determined in a manner consistent with the Einstein 
field equations. 
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Suppose, now, that we know the momentum-energy tensor on one side 
of Z and hence the limiting values of this tensor and its divergence as Z 
is approached from that side. The question then arises as to the continuation 
of the momentum-energy tensor across 2 such that the Einstein field equa- 
tions will be soluable. Since we have implicitly assumed that we do not know 
TAB on the other side of Z, we cannot use the field equations to determine 
the h’s and hence the h’s. We can therefore not use (3.16) to determine the 
S’s since we do not know the h’s. It thus follows that the only information 
at our disposal is provided by the existence conditions 
(5.2) 
and 
Safl b,, + x = 0. 
As previously noted, we could specify the S’s and then determine the 
quantities FA by (5.1). This procedure would amount, however, to fitting 
the equations of motion (i.e., the divergence of the momentum-energy 
tensor) on one side of Z to those on the other side by a specification of the 
quantities 1 Tz;, ) NCNB, th ese latter quantities being uniquely determined 
by the arbitrarily chases S,++ Conceptually, equations of motion are in some 
respects more fundamental than momentum-energy; in addition the quanti- 
ties / T2;, 1 NCN, determine certain properties of the motion normal to Z 
and hence are more easily observed than the S’s. Hence, having observed 
that such an artificial fitting process is possible, we shall disregard it as a 
general method of procedure. We are thus left with the problem of determin- 
ing the S’s such that Eqs (5.2) and (5.3) are satisfied when the functions 
F, and x are arbritrarily preassigned functions of the coordinates ZP. 
Let us first fix our attention on the system (5.2). These equations may be 
,considered as an invariant differential system in the three-dimensional, 
hyperbolic-normal metric space Z* with coordinates ua and metric differ- 
ential form 
do2 = a,&y)du~ dub. 
Because of the three-dimensional character of Z*, the components Korivyl of 
its curvature tensor can be expressed by 
K aBya = EaBc I?,.,,, (KS’ - *K al%), 
where EmBy are the components of the permutation tensor of weight zero, 
Kc+ = K”,,, and K = Kas a@‘. The Einstein tensor on .Z* thus serves 
to determine the complete curvature tensor (Korpyd). 
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If the system (5.2) is to possess a solution in z*, there must exist a tensor 
Q@ such that 
Q=Q = Fa, (Fa = Fti &). (5.5) 
In the context of differential equations, the tensor Q@ plays the role of a 
particular solution of (5.2). The fact that (5.2) is a linear differential system 
in S@ allows us to write the general solution in the form 
where ZQ@ is the general solution of the homogeneous system 
Z@;p = 0. (5.7) 
To some extent it would appear that we have robbed Peter to pay Paul, 
for we now have to face the problem of determining the functions Zap. Now, 
the system (5.7) is formally similar to the equations of motion. In addition, 
the T’s represent the momentum-energy complex in E while the S’s represent 
part of the jump strength of momentum energy and hence have energetic 
interpretations in C*, The formal analogy goes even deeper, however, for the 
Z’s also partially determine the X’s and these latter quantities represent the 
jumps in the second coordinate derivatives of the geometrical quantities 
hAB. Also, as is well known, the intrinsic geometry of a discontinuity hyper- 
surface enters into the determination of classical jump strengths in an 
essential fashion, It is thus natural to assume that the intrinsic geometry 
of z* partially determines the S’s. Now, the quantities Q@ are a particular 
solution of (5.2) and hence depend on the specific physical quantities Fa. 
Equations (5.6) thus show that the dependence of SC@’ on the intrinsic 
geometry of L?* (that is, on functions of Ku& must arise through the quanti- 
ties Zap. We are therefore led to state the following postulates for the integra- 
tion of the system (5.7). 
P,: The quantities Zag are the components of a metric tensor dzjkential 
invariant of the space D. 
P,: This metric tensor d$ferential invariant is of the second order and linear 
in the second derivatives of the components of the metric tensor of Z*. 
Postulate P, expresses the usual restriction to second order relations 
which is commonly assumed in physical theories. On the other hand, postu- 
late P, together with (5.6) is a fundamental statement concerning the relation 
between physics and geometry. 
The procedure is now straightforward. It follows from (5.7) that the diver- 
gence of the metric tensor differential invariant (Zap) must vanish identically. 
From the known procedures for constructing such tensor differential inva- 
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riants [lo], it follows that the most general quantity which satisfies our 
requirements is given by 
Z@/J = o(K,o - &(K +- I7)a,/J, (5.9) 
where 0 and T7 are constants. We shall henceforth assume that these con- 
stants have fixed values, and in particular that 0 + 0. 
We have now established a consistent procedure whereby the S’s may be 
obtained such that we simultaneously satisfy the existence requirements 
(5.2) for (F,) an arbitrarily assigned surface vector and the requirements of 
postulates P, and P,. We still have to satisfy the existence requirement (5.3). 
Now, the Q’s are a particular solution of the linear system (5.2) and hence we 
may write 
Qas = K&J + Pap> (5.10) 
where the W’s are unique functionals of the F’s such that 
hWa,(Fy) = WapWy) (5.11) 
is an identity in h and the P’s are any functions of the coordinates ua for which 
PaC$ = 0. 
If we substitute (5.6) and (5.10) into (5.3), we obtain 
(5.12) 
P@b,, = - x - (W@ + Z@)b@ (5.13) 
Since all of the terms on the right-hand side of this equation are known, 
(5.13) is seen to be an equation for the determination of Pap. Combining this 
with (5.12), we have four equations for the determination of the six quantities 
Pas. Hence the existence requirements (5.3) can always be satisfied; in fact, 
we are free to add two more conditions in most cases. 
Combining the above results, we have the following conclusion. Let the 
functions x and Fa be arbritarily assigned functions of the coordinates u@. Then 
a consistent procedure for the continuation of TAB across Z, such that (1) Postu- 
lates PI and Pz are satisjed and (2) the Einstein field equations are soluble, is 
given by 
S,, = Qai3 + @(Ga - i (K + Wk;), (5.14) 
KaBb,, - O(K + Il)s;! + S”@b,, + x = 0, (5.15) 
A,, = 2~ (O& + Qas) - +K (@(K - n) + 2Q)a,,3, (5.16) 
pB;o = F”, (5.17) 
where 0 and II are constants. 
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VI. THE DISCONTINUITY HYPERSURFACE AS A STATIC ~-SURFACE 
The problem of continuing the momentum-energy tensor across Z arose 
because of an assumed lack of knowledge of TAB on one.side of C. There are 
a number of important physical problems in which this is the case and, 
in addition, the functions h,,(#) are unknown-either because the Einstein 
field equations have not been solved or because there is insufficient informa- 
tion to effect such a solution. Fortunately, this lack of information is usually 
compensated by known properties of the discontinuity hypersurface. We 
shall now consider a particularly important example of this situation. 
Let Z be a hypersurface for which the three-dimensional metric space Z* 
is known to be static; that is, the space ,Z* admits a one-parameter group of 
isometries whose trajectories form a timelike normal congruence [ll]. This 
means that there is a vector field Y defined on Z* such that 
Y caiP) = 0, YLa Yp; vl = 0, Y, Ya = ezy, (6.1) 
where Y is a finite-valued function of the coordinates ZP. From the physical 
point of view, these conditions state that the infinitesimal 2-spaces of obser- 
vers traveling along the curves of the congruence (i.e., the curves defined 
by du”/dp = Ya(uo) where p is the parameter on the congruence) mesh into 
finite, spacelike two-surfaces called space sections. These space sections are 
mapped isometrically onto each other by the group of point transformations 
generated by the congruence. The space sections of .Z*, and hence of Z, 
correspond to what we would normally refer to as the two-dimensional 
boundary of a three-dimensional spacelike body obtained from E by an 
appropriate timesection. In addition, the vector field with components 
YA = Yax,” in E is everywhere tangent to 2 and transports the first funda- 
mental form on Z without change. Hence, the requirement that .Z* be static 
is equivalent to the requirement that Z be generated by the two-dimensional 
boundary 9 of a body acted upon by a one-parameter group of point trans- 
formations which preserves the metric structure on 39; that is, d? is metrically 
stable in E. 
It should be noted that the requirement that ,Z* be static does not necessar- 
ily imply that the Einstein-Riemann space E is static. For instance, suppose 
that there is a Cl vector field X, defined in E and such that xAxz = Y,, 
where the bar denotes evaluation on Z. We then have 
= Xo;,,x:xf + XANAb,, 
Hence, if C* is static, XtAzB) can vanish for b,, + 0 only if XANA vanishes. 
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In order to obtain the implications of the system (6.1), we define a vector 
U in Z* by the equations 
U, = epyYa. (6.2) 
Using (6.2) to eliminate the vector Y from the system (6.1), we obtain the 
equivalent system (see [12, pp. 65 ff.]) 
u,ua = 1, u,:, = 0, u,, 0, = uqj ufl = Y,,. (6.3) 
As a direct consequence of this system we have 
. * 
2U,,,,,, = Kaopv Ua = 2Li,;L,UP, + 2uJJ&‘,,,. (6.4) 
Hence, if we contract (6.4) on the indices (~1, y) and note that (6.3) implies 
oagj ua = - rim ri, up, 
we finally obtain the relations, 
Kob Ua = (uW’;~,) U,. (6.5) 
The content of Eqs. (6.5) is that the Ricci tensor of Z* admits U as a timelike 
eigenvector and that the corresponding eigenvalue is the D’Alembertan of 
Y, i.e., aafi Yy;,,. 
We now apply these conditions to the continuation problem for TAB. If 
we contract (5.14), we have 
OK= -2(S-Q++@l7), (6.6) 
where we have used the obvious notation S = Sms a@fl and Q = Qclb aaD. 
We may then solve (5.14) for Kas to obtain 
OKaD = S,, - Qas - (S - Q + @I+,,. (6.7) 
Using (6.7) and the fact that Kao has to satisfy the conditions stated by 
(6.5) if ,X* is static, we can obtain the corresponding requirements which 
S aS must satisfy. These requirements are 
(sap - Qa,dU~ = puce, (6.8) 
for p given by 
p = 0 a@ ‘Pi,, + S - Q + @Il. (6.9) 
Equation (6.8) states that S,-+ - Qcrs admits U as a timelike eigenvector with 
associated eigenvalue p; assuming that this eigenvalue is simple, we obtain 
a representation for Sas, namely 
Sas = Qcz~ + P Ua U, + sg. (6.10) 
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The tensor with components aas which appears in (6.10) is arbitrary to within 
the requirements that it be symmetric and admit U as a null vector. The 
representation (6.10) gives 
S=Q+p+$, (6.11) 
and hence (6.9) leads to the interesting result. 
Since we have exact requirements of the U’s, namely, equations (6.3), 
we may obtain significantly more information concerning the structure of 
Sas for static spaces Z*. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
S,, = P Ua U, + Qab + Map, (6.13) 
where the quantities TV and Map are to be determined so that U is an eigen- 
vector of M. Noting that (6.3) implies 
Y,, ua = 0, ua;, = 0, 
the substitution of (6.13) into the equations (5.2) leads to 
W, + I& + M$ = 0, 
and hence 
,C.L + M$J” = 0. 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
If we use the fact that ri, = Y,v, and then add and subtract the quantity 
(pY),oI, the system (6.15) becomes 
(U, Up - ‘1?3,8)~,~ + (M: + $f’G,B);, = 0. (6.16) 
Thus, since 
a ap = My,(S,y - U, U”) (6; - Up U”), (6.17) 
and 
M,BU’= 6 Up (6.18) 
we have the seven equations (6.12), (6.16), and (6.17) for the determination 
of the eight functions 5, pL, and Map. 
As an indication of the use of these results, consider the particular case 
in which the function p is constant. The system (6.16) then reduces to 
(Mao + !@z”~);~ = 0, (6.19) 
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and hence it is possible to consider the particular situation in which we have 
A!Izp = - pYaa,,+ (6.20) 
The equations (6.13) and (6.17) then give 
sap = !A@ + p(uE ufi - Y4+9), (6.21) 
and 
UC@ = - pY(a,p - U, Up>. (6.22) 
Hence, substituting (6.22) into (6.17) we obtain the important result 
@(aaD Yizp + II) - 2 pY = 0. (6.23) 
The function Y thus satisfies a Schroedinger type equation, and in addition, 
must be such that 
Y#, un = 0. (6.24) 
This last requirement follows from (6.14). 
Although the above example is highly artificial in the manner in which 
it has been introduced here, related situations arise in certain fundamental 
problems associated with relativistic cosmology and galactic structure. 
These problems will be treated in succeeding papers in which equations 
similar to (6.23) lead to new and fundamental results. 
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